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1. IntrodutionWeakly bound vdW omplexes Rg�HX (Rg=rare gas atom, X=halogen atom)have been the subjet of a great deal of experimental [1-8℄ and theoretial [1,2,7-16℄researh in the last years. Suh systems are prototypes to investigate anisotropiintermoleular fores, large amplitude vibrational motions, and intramoleular en-ergy redistribution proesses. Among the Rg�HX omplexes, the Ar�HX familyhas been extensively studied. The infrared spetra of Ar�HF [1-3℄, Ar�HCl [4-6℄,Ar�HBr [7℄, and Ar�HI [8℄ have been measured. Intermoleular potential surfaeshave been obtained both from the spetrosopi data and from ab initio alula-tions for the ground eletroni state of Ar�HF [1,2,14,15℄, Ar�HCl [11,12℄, Ar�HBr[7,13℄, and Ar�HI [8℄.An interesting feature of the intermoleular potentials of the Ar�HX omplexes(and in general of the Rg�HX systems), is that they present two potential minimaassoiated with the Ar�H�X and Ar�X�H linear geometries. There are rovibra-tional vdW states of the Ar�HX omplex whih are loalized mainly in one orthe other potential well, and therefore assoiated to one of the above two isomerispeies. States orresponding to di�erent isomers imply di�erent distributions ofintraluster orientations, and thus the possibility to prepare di�erent initial ondi-tions of the luster for photoindued reations. Seleting the initial distribution ofreagent orientations within the luster allows one to ontrol the yield and �nal statedistribution of the reation produts [17-19℄.Among the photoinitiated reations in Ar�HX lusters is the photolysis of thesystem, whih ours upon ultraviolet (UV) exitation of the HX hromophore fromthe ground eletroni state X1�+ to the repulsive eletroni state A1�. A hot Hfragment is ejeted in the photolysis, whih an follow two fragmentation pathways,into H + Ar�X produts or into H + Ar + X produts. This photolysis reation hasbeen reently investigated for Ar�HBr(v = 1) by means of quasilassial trajetorysimulations [20℄. Photolysis was started from two di�erent initial vdW states ofthe luster in the ground eletroni state, eah of them assoiated either with the1



Ar�H�Br or the Ar�Br�H isomer. The probability of Ar�Br radial produtswas found to be substantially higher for the initial vdW state orresponding to theAr�Br�H isomer. In this ase the initial distribution of intraluster orientationsallows the H fragment to reoil freely, avoiding the ollision with the Ar obstale,whih enhanes the yield of radial produts. The fragment state distributionsobtained from the two luster initial states were also di�erent. These results werefurther on�rmed by wave paket simulations of the Ar�HBr(v = 1) photolysis [21℄.The e�et of the initial distribution of intraluster orientations found in theAr�HBr(v = 1) photolysis is expeted to be present as well in the UV photolysisof other omplexes of the Ar�HX family. It bears on the importane of havinga detailed knowledge of the spetrum of bound states of these lusters, and morespei�ally of their shape, whih determines the distribution of intraluster geome-tries that an be prepared before UV exitation of the system. Suh a knowledgewould provide the possibility to exert a higher degree of ontrol on the photolysisproduts, by seleting an initial luster state with the desired geometry distribution.In the present Letter we analyze the bound state spetrum of the Ar�HX(X=F,Cl,Br) lusters. The purpose is to eluidate how the shape of the distributionof luster geometries assoiated to di�erent bound states, hanges with exitation ofboth the vdW modes and the HX vibration, in order to ahieve a degree of ontrolas seletive as possible. The methodology used to obtain the spetra of bound statesof the Ar�HX lusters is desribed in Setion 2, and the results are presented anddisussed in Setion 3. Conlusions are given in Setion 4.2. MethodologyThe ground eletroni state potential surfaes of the Ar�HX omplexes wererepresented as a sum of an intermoleular potential desribing the vdW interation,plus a potential term desribing the HX hemial interation. The H6(4,3,2) in-termoleular potential of Hutson [14℄ was used for Ar�HF, for the v = 0; 1, and 2vibrational states of HF. The analytially similar H6(4,3,0) intermoleular potential2



[12℄ was employed for Ar�HCl in the HCl(v = 0; 1) states. In the ase of Ar�HBr,the intermoleular potentials of Hutson [13℄ and Han et al. [7℄ were used for theHBr(v = 0) and HBr(v = 1) states, respetively. The HF potential was repre-sented by a Morse funtional form with parameters D = 6:11 eV, re = 0:919 �A,and � = 2:25 �A�1. These parameters were obtained by �tting to a Morse funtionthe ab initio potential for Na�HF [22℄ when Na and HF are suÆiently separated.Morse potentials were also used for the HCl and HBr interations, with parame-ters D = 4:617 eV, re = 1:275 �A, and � = 1:868 �A�1 for HCl, and D = 3:92 eV,re = 1:414 �A, and � = 1:821 �A�1 for HBr [23℄.The Ar�HX lusters are represented in the Jaobian oordinates (r; R; �), wherer is the H�X distane, R is the separation from the Ar atom to the enter-of-massof HX, and � is the angle between the vetors r and R. In the de�nition adoptedhere � = 0 orresponds to the ollinear on�guration Ar�H�X. Zero total angularmomentum is assumed for the Ar�HX omplexes. At this stage we are mainlyinterested in eluidating how exitation of the vdW and HX vibrational modesa�ets the shape of the luster wave funtion, without onsidering exitation of theluster overall rotation.In order to obtain the bound states of Ar�HX(v), the HX strething vibrationis separated within the vibrational diabati approximation [24℄, in whih the lusterwave funtion is expressed as the produt�v;n;b(r; R; �) = �v(r) (v)n;b(R; �); (1)where �v(r) is a vibrational eigenstate of the HX diatomi moleule, and n; b arethe quantum numbers assoiated with the vdW strething and bending vibrations,respetively. The vdW wave funtion  (v)n;b(R; �) is alulated variationally by di-agonalizing the vibrationally averaged Hamiltonian Ĥv;v =< �v(r)jĤj�v(r) > (Ĥbeing the full Hamiltonian of Ar�HX), one it is represented on a suitable basisset of radial and angular funtions. The vibrational diabati approximation is fullyjusti�ed here due to the large di�erene between the frequenies of the HX and vdWvibrations, leading to a quite small vibrational mixing of the �v states.3



3. Results and disussionThe �rst vdW energy levels alulated for Ar�HF(v = 0; 1; 2), Ar�HCl(v =0; 1), and Ar�HBr(v = 0; 1) are olleted in Table 1. The (n; b) quantum numbersare assigned to eah state. Due to intermode oupling, assignment of these numbersbeomes ambiguous for some exited states, and these ases are indiated in thetable. The angular distributionsP (�) = Z dRj (v)n;b(R; �)j2 sin �; (2)of two of those vdW states are displayed in Fig. 1 for the di�erent vibrational statesv of HX. All the angular distributions onsisting of a single peak at low angles orre-spond to the ground vdW state of the Ar�HX(v) omplexes, with quantum numbers(n; b) = (0; 0). These distributions are assoiated with the Ar�H�X isomer. Theangular distributions with a main peak at large angles and a seondary peak at lowangles orrespond to the �rst exitation of the � bend (or in-plane bend) vdW modeof the three Ar�HX(v) lusters, with quantum numbers (n; b) = (0; 1). These latterdistributions are assoiated with the Ar�X�H isomer.The UV photolysis of Ar�HBr(v = 1) was reently investigated by means of qua-silassial trajetory simulations [20℄ and 3D wave paket alulations [21℄. The UVexitation of Ar�HBr was simulated through an ultrafast Frank-Condon transition(assuming onstant transition dipole moment) whih exites the HBr hromophorefrom its ground eletroni state X1�+ to the repulsive exited state A1�. The pho-todissoiation dynamis takes plae only on the A1� eletroni surfae, whih ismodeled as a sum of pairwise interations [20℄. The quantum mehanial treatmentemployed has been desribed elsewhere [21,25℄. In the quasilassial and quantummehanial simulations photolysis was started from both the ground vdW state andthe �rst exited vdW state [(n; b) = (0; 1)℄, orresponding to the � bend exitationof the omplex. The angular distributions assoiated with these two initial statesare shown in the lower panel of Fig. 1.The probability of formation of Ar�Br radial produts upon luster photolysis,4



PAr�Br, was alulated for di�erent exitation energies of the parent luster in therange of its absorption spetrum. In Fig. 2 the quantum mehanial results for theratio PAr�Br=Ptotal, where Ptotal is the total probability of luster photodissoiation,are shown for the two initial states of the luster. The relative probability 1 �PAr�Br=Ptotal is that orresponding to the H + Ar + Br produts. It is found thatthe yield of Ar�Br radial produts is remarkably higher when photolysis startsfrom the exited vdW state of Ar�HBr(v = 1).Formation of Ar�Br radials ours upon diret dissoiation of the H fragment,without olliding with the Ar obstale. Otherwise, if a H/Ar ollision takes plae,the Ar�Br radial omplex does not survive. The initial intraluster orientationsof the hydrogen determined by the angular distribution of the exited vdW stateof Ar�HBr(v = 1) favors these diret dissoiation events, as ompared with theangular distribution of the ground vdW state. As a result, the probability of Ar�Brproduts is enhaned. Thus, the probability of formation of Ar�Br, and in general ofAr�X produts, is strongly dependent on the shape of the distribution of intralusterorientations prepared prior to the UV photolysis.The distributions of Fig. 1 show that the three Ar�HX omplexes present a sim-ilar angular shape assoiated with the ground vdW state and with the �rst exited� bend state, orresponding to the Ar�H�X and Ar�X�H isomers, respetively.In addition, the angular shape of these two vdW states remains qualitatively sim-ilar when the HX vibrational state v is exited, as seen in Fig. 1 (at least for thevibrational exitations studied here). It is also found that exitation of the vdWstrething mode of Ar�HX(v) (i.e., for n > 0) leads to similar angular distributionsas those shown in Fig. 1 for (n; b) = (0; 0) and (0; 1), at least for n � 3. Thusthere are several vdW states whih an be assigned to the Ar�H�X isomer or tothe Ar�X�H isomer. The spei� shape of the angular distribution assoiated toeah of them varies to some extent depending on the level of exitation of the HXstrething vibration and the vdW strething mode. In the following we shall analyzesuh variations both with halogen substitution and mode exitation in more detail.5



It is observed in Fig. 1 that for a given v state of HX, when going from Ar�HF(v)to Ar�HBr(v), the angular distribution of the �rst exited � bend state beomesgradually more onentrated at large angles. The distributions of the ground vdWstate exhibit a similar e�et, developing an inreasing intensity in the angular regionlose to the Ar�X�H on�guration. The origin of this behavior is in the gradualinrease of the depth of the potential well orresponding to the Ar�X�H isomer,upon halogen substitution from F to Br [7,12-14℄. The impliation is that, based onlyon stereodynamial onsiderations related to the shape of the angular distributionsof both the ground and the exited � bend states, the probability of Ar�X formationis expeted to inrease from Ar�F to Ar�Br.It is interesting to note that the energy position of the (n; b) = (0; 1) � bendstate also hanges gradually from Ar�HF to Ar�HBr. In Ar�HF this state isthe third lowest one, while in Ar�HCl and Ar�HBr it is the seond lowest one(see Table 1). Again, this hange in the energy position is due to the inreaseof the depth of the potential well orresponding to the Ar�X�H on�guration.Ab initio alulations have predited in the ase of Ar�HI [8℄ that the absoluteminimum of the ground state potential orresponds to the Ar�I�H on�guration,and the seondary minimum orresponds to the Ar�H�I one. The ground vdWstate was found to be loated in the main potential well, assoiated with the Ar�I�Hisomeri form. Atually, the situation that the main potential well orresponds tothe Ar�X�H on�guration is also found in Ar�HBr(v = 1) [7℄. However, in thisase the di�erene between the two well depths is small, and the ground vdW state isstill loated in the seondary Ar�H�Br well, due to the anisotropy of the potential.The inrease of the depth of the Ar�I�H potential well (with respet to the otherAr�HX members of the family) is already enough to loate the ground vdW statein that potential well. Thus, Ar�HI follows the same trend found from Ar�HF toAr�HBr, with the di�erene that now the angular distribution of the ground vdWstate is assoiated with the Ar�I�H isomer, and therefore with a higher probabilityof Ar�I radial formation upon UV photolysis.6



Exiting the vibrational state v of the HX moiety has the e�et of modifyingthe angular distribution of the Ar�HX(v) omplex, although still keeping the sameglobal shape as for v = 0 (see Fig. 1). As expeted, upon v exitation, the hangesin the angular shape of the vdW states are related to the hanges in the depth andanisotropy of the orresponding potential wells where the vdW states are mainlyloated. In the ase of Ar�HF the main potential well (� = 0) inreases its depthfrom v = 0 to v = 2 [14℄, whih auses a gradually inreasing onentration of theground vdW state angular distribution at low angles. By ontrast, with inreasingv the depth of the seondary well (� = 180Æ) slightly dereases. The e�et in theangular distribution of the (n; b) = (0; 1) state is that intensity of the seondarypeak at low angles shifts towards middle angles, 60Æ < � < 120Æ, in the main peakof the distribution.Exitation from v = 0 to v = 1 inreases rather slightly the depth of the primarywell (� = 0) of Ar�HCl(v) [12℄ (from D = 176:0 m�1 to D = 179:0 m�1), and thee�et in the angular shape of the ground vdW state is smaller than in Ar�HF(v).The depths of the seondary wells (� = 180Æ) for v = 0 and v = 1 are pratially thesame, D = 148:3 m�1 and 148:9 m�1, respetively, giving rise to nearly identialangular distributions of the (n; b) = (0; 1) vdW state. The slightly higher onen-tration of the v = 0 distribution at large angles is probably due to the anisotropy ofthe potential. It should be noted that the depth of the seondary well of Ar�HCl(v)inreases with v, in ontrast with the ase of Ar�HF(v).A similar situation as that of Ar�HCl(v = 0; 1) is found for the main well(� = 0) of Ar�HBr(v = 0; 1). The depth of this potential well is almost the samefor v = 0 and 1, D = 165:14 m�1 and 165:3 m�1, respetively [7,13℄, whih leadsto almost indistinguishable angular distributions of the ground vdW state. The wellat � = 180Æ follows the same trend as the seondary well of Ar�HCl, inreasing itsdepth from D = 160:41 m�1 to D = 181:7 m�1 when v is exited from v = 0 tov = 1. As ommented above, this auses that the well at � = 180Æ beomes themain potential well of Ar�HBr(v = 1). The inrease of the well depth at � = 180Æ7



for Ar�HBr(v = 1) has the e�et that the angular distribution of the (n; b) = (0; 1)state beomes appreibly more onentrated at orientations assoiated with theAr�Br�H isomer.The distributions of Fig. 1 show that, while their global shape is determined bythe bending state b, exitation of the HX vibration auses further variations of thisshape. Suh variations our in the sense of either inreasing or dereasing the degreeof loalization of the angular distribution in its orresponding potential well. Thus,HX vibrational exitation allows a higher degree of ontrol on the angular shape ofa spei� (n; b) vdW state, and onsequently on the photolysis reation produts.In this sense, exitation of the vdW strething vibration n plays a similar role. We�nd that exitation of the n state has the e�et of inreasing the deloalization ofthe angular distribution over the whole range of orientations. As a result, angulardistributions with a shape in between the two limiting ases of loalization eitherin the primary or in the seondary potential well, an be prepared. Some of theseintermediate situations are briey disussed next.In Fig. 3 the angular distributions of the (n; b) = (4; 0), (n; b) = (0; 2), and(n; b) = (1; 2) vdW states of Ar�HF(v = 0), Ar�HCl(v = 0), and Ar�HBr(v = 0),respetively, are shown. Similar distributions are found for v = 1 and v = 2 (in thease of Ar�HF). The distributions spread over the entire angular range, and they arenot loalized in one of the two potential wells of the luster. In fat, a large amount ofthe angular intensity onentrates in the middle region 30Æ < � < 130Æ (partiularlyin the ase of the (n; b) = (4; 0) state). Thus, exitation of the vdW strethingand bending (for b > 1) modes makes possible to prepare initial distributions ofintraluster orientations whih are in between those essentially assoiated with theAr�H�X and Ar�X�H isomeri speies. This provides an additional degree ofontrol on the Ar�HX UV photolysis reation.4. ConlusionsThe bound state spetrum of the Ar�HX (X=F,Cl,Br) vdW lusters is investi-8



gated. It is shown that the ultraviolet photolysis reation in these lusters is a�etedto a large extent by the shape of the initial distribution of intraluster orientationsprepared prior to the ultraviolet exitation. This dependene an be used to on-trol the yield and �nal state distribution of the photolysis produts. The hange inthe shape of the distribution of intraluster orientations prepared when the di�er-ent luster modes are exited is analyzed, fousing on the possible impliations forphotolysis reation ontrol.For the three lusters studied, the angular distributions assoiated with the low-est vdW states with no bending exitation (b = 0) and with one quantum of bendingexitation (b = 1), orrespond mainly to the Ar�H�X and Ar�X�H isomer geome-tries, respetively. Upon luster photolysis the initial angular distribution assoiatedwith the Ar�X�H isomer leads to a higher yield of Ar�X radial produts thanthat of the Ar�H�X isomer. Exitation of the lowest strething vibrational statesof the HX moiety does not modify the global shape of the angular distributions,although it inreases or dereases the loalization of the distribution around thegeometries of the orresponding isomer. Suh exitation provides the possibility ofa more seletive ontrol within the distributions assoiated with a spei� isomergeometry. Similarly, it is found that exitation of the vdW strething and bendingmodes (this latter for b > 1) leads to distributions with an angular shape in betweenthose assoiated with the limiting ases of the Ar�H�X and Ar�X�H isomers. Toonlude, this study shows that the lowest vdW state spetrum of the Ar�HX lus-ters provides a wide range of angular geometry distributions, in whih the lusteran be initially prepared in order to seletively ontrol the subsequent photolysisreation produts.AknowledgmentsThis work was supported by C.I.C.Y.T. (Ministerio de Cienia y Tegnolog��a),Spain, Grant No. BFM-2001-2179, and by the European network TMR, Grant No.HPRN-CT-1999-00005. 9
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TABLE CAPTIONSTable 1. Energies of the �rst vdW states (in m�1) of Ar�HF(v = 0; 1; 2), Ar�HCl(v =0; 1), and Ar�HBr(v = 0; 1). The energies are relative to the HX(v) vibra-tional energy level. Quantum numbers n; b orresponding to the vdW streth-ing and bending modes, respetively, have been assigned to the states. Am-biguous assignment in some ases is denoted by a question mark to the rightof the orresponding number.
FIGURE CAPTIONSFig. 1. Angular distributions assoiated to the ground vdW state (n; b) = (0; 0),and the �rst exited � bend state (n; b) = (0; 1) of Ar�HF(v = 0; 1; 2),Ar�HCl(v = 0; 1), and Ar�HBr(v = 0; 1). All the distributions are nor-malized to unity. See the text for details.Fig. 2. Ratio between the probability of Ar�Br radial produts, PAr�Br, and thetotal probability of Ar�HBr(v = 1) photodissoiation, Ptotal, vs the lusterexitation energy E, alulated quantum mehanially for the initial ground[(n; b) = (0; 0)℄ and �rst exited � bend [(n; b) = (0; 1)℄ vdW states ofAr�HBr(v = 1).Fig. 3. Angular distributions assoiated to the (n; b) = (4; 0) vdW state of Ar�HF(v =0) (solid line), the (n; b) = (0; 2) vdW state of Ar�HCl(v = 0) (long dashedline), and the (n; b) = (1; 2) vdW state of Ar�HBr(v = 0) (short dashed line).All the distributions are normalized to unity.
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(n; b) Ar�HF(v = 0) Ar�HF(v = 1) Ar�HF(v = 2)(0; 0) -101.238 -110.800 -121.941(1; 0) -62.402 -69.383 -77.739(0; 1) -49.008 -53.281 -57.361(2; 0) -34.429 -39.126 -44.768(1?; 1) -16.684 -20.416 -24.559(3; 0?) -15.611 -18.937 -22.410(4; 0) -5.637 -7.157 -9.038(5; 0) -1.092 -1.564 -2.173(n; b) Ar�HCl(v = 0) Ar�HCl(v = 1)(0; 0) -115.179 -116.936(0; 1) -91.556 -93.363(1; 0) -82.724 -84.159(1; 1) -65.434 -67.419(2; 0) -56.954 -58.909(0?; 2) -46.626 -48.303(2; 1) -39.987 -42.173(3; 0) -33.752 -34.896(2; 2?) -23.715 -25.840(n; b) Ar�HBr(v = 0) Ar�HBr(v = 1)(0; 0) -121.255 -121.611(0; 1) -110.454 -112.470(1; 0) -96.342 -95.835(1; 1) -87.059 -90.046(2; 0) -76.211 -75.013(2; 1) -65.887 -70.129(1?; 2) -65.657 -60.198(3; 0) -56.562 -53.902(3; 1) -47.533 -50.06313


